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Grand Light Overview

New Grand Light, LLC
104 Day Street 
Seymour, Connecticut 06483
Primary Contact – Ryan Stockman
Telephone: 800-922-1469
Fax: 203-828-6307
Email: info@grandlight.com
Website: www.grandlight.com

• Grand Light has been in business since 
1929

• Ownership – Corporation
• State of Residency – Connecticut
• Office Location – Seymour, Connecticut

Grand Light, located at 104 Day Street, 
Seymour, Connecticut, is an experienced 
restorer of historic lighting fixtures, a 
manufacturer of custom lighting fixtures, and 
has served the interior and exterior lighting 
needs of professionals for over 80 years by 
setting a standard of offering handcrafted, 
design-oriented, quality fine lighting products.

Our mission is to continue to differentiate 

ourselves as the ultimate source for the highest 
quality lighting products and the very best 
professional service available. We realize 
our clients’ complete satisfaction is the most 
meaningful measurement of our continued 
success and pride ourselves in providing 
unparalleled customer satisfaction in all we do.

Our lighting restoration and custom lighting 
capabilities include research for historic accuracy, 
drawings, mock-ups, metal fabrication, polishing, 
painting, welding, abrasive blasting, refining 
metal components, glass fabrication, replacing 
all electrical components, rewiring and testing in 
accordance to UL standards.

Our team of specialists is comprised of 
professional metal workers and glass blowers 
whose mission is to restore, create, or re-
create lighting fixtures of the utmost quality and 
authenticity. Our lighting fixtures are wired in 
accordance with UL standards, and our team of 
artisans stands confidently behind their work with 
years of experience and dedication to quality 
craftmanship.
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Site Survey & Analysis

Historic fixtures are individually inspected 
and documented during a site survey. 
Typically, a site evaluation involves an 
on-site visit to examine, identify, and 
document the existing condition and 
all mechanical, electrical, and finish 
deficiencies of each lighting fixture. 

Site evaluations are common with 
large-scale restoration projects, and 
provide key insight into project cost 
projection, operation and maintenance 
considerations, design and construction 
principles, and required restoration 
processes. 

• On-Site with Grand Light Specialists 

• Fast Turnaround For Detailed 
Condition Report  

• Exceptional Client Communication

Evaluation Report Summary:

On-Site Evaluations
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Grand Light condition reports include 
inventory of any damaged or missing 
components or glass, noticeable structural 
deficiencies, electrical assessment, 
material analysis, and finish conditions. 

Site Survey & Analysis

• Project Cost Projection 
 

• Operation and Maintenance 
Considerations  

• Design and Construction Principles  

• Recommended Restoration Processes  

• Lamping Configuration

• Fixture Condition (Finish, Mechanical, 
Electrical)

• Existing On-Site Conditions 

Condition Reports

Condition Report Summary
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Grand Light conducts historically 
accurate, museum grade restorations and 
replications based upon complete studies 
of archived photographs, drawings, and 
available historic information.

Specification Development & Research

To specify scope of work for a project, 
Grand Light carefully considers all 
provided information including: 

• Historical Studies
 
• Surveys 

• Photographs & Documentation

• Drawings & Plans 

• Project Requirements

• Mock-Ups 

Historical Archives

Scope of Work
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Grand Light’s formal project proposals 
include all work and recommendations 
generated during survey and condition 
report feedback. These proposals are 
detailed documents which outline project 
summery, objectives, technical approach, 
allotted deliveries/pick-ups, budgetary 
options, special qualifications, terms 
and conditions. Our proposals are often 
supplemented by illustrations including 
photographs, drawings, diagrams, and 
schedules. 

Grand Light provides on-call support 
with our dedicated project management 
team, consisting of project managers and 
support staff, to assist in any questions, 
concerns, reviews, and documentation. 
We believe an honest line of 
communication and transparency enables 
our team to stay ahead of your project 

Specfication Development & Research

• Recommended Restoration Processes 
 

• Projected Cost 

• On-Call Project Managers for Review 
and Questions 
 

• Budgetary Revisions with Alternative 
Options 
 

• Transportation Including Delivery & 
Pick-Up 
 

• Project Specific/Special Qualifications

What Your Formal Proposal 
Includes:

and quickly identify any potential issues 
that may impact budgets, schedules, and 
designs. 
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Grand Light’s on-site capabilities are often 
an essential part of the restoration & custom 
lighting process. Grand Light specialists 
strive to ensure historic lighting fixtures 
are removed, cleaned, repaired, packed, 
transported, and installed in the safest 
and most conscientious methods possible. 
Our approach puts our customer first, with 
flexible on-site service scheduling offered at 
the clients convenience and without causing 
any disruption to daily activities. Work areas 

are left in the same manner it was found 
prior to leaving a site.
We recommend job-specific handling, 
labeling and transportation rules to avoid 
potentially hazardous situations or damage 
to personnel, property, or equipment. All 
loose components, damages/deficiencies, 
and component placement/alignment must 
be adequately labeled and/or documented 
prior to removal.

Grand Light’s On-Site Cleaning Specialists 
utilize leading technology, decades of 
experience, and an unwavering commitment 
in providing superior historic lighting 
restoration results to our clients. Our 
specialists have a thorough understanding 
and extensive experience in cleaning a 
variety of surfaces including metal, wood, 
marble, plaster, and crystal using proprietary 
cleaning solutions and advanced ultrasonic 
technology.

Our On-Site Services Include:
• Cleaning 

 
• Removal

• Documentation

• Disassembly 
 

• Packing 
 

• Crating 
 

• Transportation

• Rigging

• Assembly & Installation 

• Temporary Fixtures.
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Drawings

What Your Computer 
Generated & Line Drawings 
Detail:
• Structural Modifications 

• Assembly 

• Damages/Deficiencies 

• Dimensions 

• Materials, Finishes, & Mounting Details 

• Detailed Lamping Configuration 

• Concept Sketches 

• Special Provisions

During on-site survey, all existing fixtures 
are thoroughly photographed and 
documented. Our engineers specialize 
in the creation of technical drawings, 
sketches, energy efficient solutions, and 
the development of comprehensive project 
submittals. 

These profile drawings are used to 
represent how the components fit together 
and may highlight sections and elevations 
showing the assembled components, or 
an exploded view showing the relationship 
between components and how they fit 
together. 

All drawings are submitted for review 
by the project team prior to fabrication 
to verify that they comply with design 
drawings & specification.
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Grand Light has over a decade of 
experience implementing various lighting 
solutions for a variety of clients including 
government, religious, educational and 
cultural institutions, architects, electrical 
contractors, and designers. We pride 
ourselves on preserving the historic 
integrity of a fixture, while upgrading an 
existing lighting system with brighter, more 
efficient lighting. 
Energy efficient retrofitting capabilities 
increase the lighting quality of an area 
while minimizing total energy consumption.  
When incandescent lamps are upgraded 
with an LED retrofit, the result is a room 

that is up to 3 times brighter, savings up 
to 80% in annual (recurring) energy costs, 
and extended operational lifespan.

Energy Efficient Retrofitting

Our Retrofit & Energy Efficient 
Improvements Include:

• Increase Lighting Quality of an Area 

• Minimizes Total Energy Consumption 

• Reduces Maintenance Costs

• Extends Operation Lifespan 
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Grand Light refers to contract bid 
documents and survey condition reports in 
addition to shop drawings, product data, 
samples, and submission procedures in 
generating a comprehensive submittal 
package. Our submittals include work 
scope supplemented with in-depth 
analysis of existing pre-restoration 
conditions, drawings, and proposed 
corrections. 

For custom replicated fixtures, Grand 
Light submits shop drawings indicating 

Submittals

all details of mechanical and electrical 
construction. 
For existing luminaires Grand Light 
provides shop drawings for structural 
modifications only indicating the project 
name, manufacturer, all materials, finishes, 
lamping, voltage, ballast information and 
mounting details. 

Samples of shades, glass diffuser 
material, metals and metal finish samples 
are submitted for approval prior to 
proceeding with mock-ups.
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Our factory capabilities include component fabrication, metal finishing, and wiring in accordance with 
UL and CSA standards. All techniques, procedures, and processes are job-specific and generated 
based upon existing conditions, scope, materials, design intent, historic data, safety, and general 
provisions. Our in-factory capabilities and services include the following:

Finishing
Our artisans exercise meticulous finish techniques that are unparalleled in the processes of:
• Proprietary Ultrasonic and Hand Cleaning Solutions
• Walnut, Dry and Wet Soda, Garnet, and Glass Media Surface Preparation
• Painting
• Hand and Machine Polishing & Buffing
• Custom Hot & Cold Application Patina
• Gold, Silver, & Copper Leafing
• Metal Oil Top Coating Containing Binders, Rust, and UV Inhibitors
• Museum Grade, UV Resistant Lacquer & Wax Protective Coatings 

Electrical
In compliance with UL & CSA Standards, our electrical cabilities include:
• Inspection & Documentation of Existing Fixtures
• Custom Luminaire Retrofits
• UL & CSA Approved Wiring Methods
• UL & CSA Approved Testing & Labeling

Mechanical
Grand Light strives to ensure the highest quality of standards go into crafting and repairing each fixture 
including:
• Metal Fabrication
• Casting
• Spinning
• Structural & Mechanical Repairs & Modifications

Crystal & Glass
With decades of experience in crystal and glass restoration, replication and fabrication, our processes 
include:
• Cleaning
• Repair
• Crystal Pinning
• Replacement & Replication
• Crystal Dressing
• Glass Fabrication
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Exhibits

Historic Lighting Restoration & Custom Lighting

104 Day St. Seymour, Ct 06483

PH: 1-800-922-1469  Fax: 203-785-1184 

 

QTY: 8 Type: PL07

  Project: Exhibit 1-1
Lamp: G16.5 LTG165F50024MB

(Typical Pre-Restoration Photograph)

Voltage: 120v Ballast: N/A

Finish: Metal Oil/Gold
Socket: (49) Medium

Circuits: TBD

S/O #: 71885

Glass: N/A
Type: Indoor

Exhibit 1-1
 Type: PL07

Web: GrandLight.com

Description:                   
Location:

 Chandelier
Commons Dining

Work Scope:
● Existing fixture shall be disassembled, original finish removed via media blast, and apply a

new two tone metal oil and black antique gold finish to closely match the original. (See
attached sample) Application of UV resistant protective top coating.

● Replace and rewire all electrical components with UL listed products and test in accordance
with UL 1598 standards. UL label on all fixtures. Medium base sockets to be utilized.

● Add 35ft of Luminii Flex LED (Model #LLFLEX18-24K-SL-NC) with (2) PSV-96-24V-U2DIM-D
LED Drivers to ring.

● Add (2) custom 1.5” H shields for Luminii Flex LED and finish to match chandelier. (Interior &
Exterior Sections)

● Add (1) Lucifer Lighting Cylinder CY1 (CY1-9D-1-CF-80C19A1-3-CA2). Grand Light will
supply Effect Devices Honeycomb Louver and Soft Focus Lens for EC installation in field.
Specified fixture can only use (1) Effect Device not (2). Mounting plate of projector to be set
against the inner ring and capable of aiming laterally (North/South) between chandeliers.

● Repair (1) dented component on Fixture 1 Section 1.
● Repair (1) dented and scratched component on Fixture 4 Section 1.
● Repair (1) broken decorative leaf on Fixture 5 Section 1.
● (2) decorative leaves broken on Fixture 8 Section 1 will remain.
● Repair (1) decorative leaf cracked on Fixture 6 Section 2.
● Fabricate (25) missing decorative nuts from Section 2 and finish to closely match existing.
● Fabricate (24) missing rossetes from Section 2 and finish to closely match existing.
● Fabricate (11) missing bolts from Section 2 and finish to closely match existing.
● Fabricate (1) missing decorative leaf from Fixture 7 Section 3 and finish to closely match

existing.
● Fabricate (1) missing decorative spacer and bolt from Fixture 7 Section 3 and finish to closely

match existing.

Lights: 49

Date: 10/2/19VOL: Final
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The Grand Light Difference extends beyond the 
restoration and manufacturing processes. Our 
word is our commitment and we strive to earn 
your trust.  

Work on historic lighting performed by Grand 
Light is backed by decades of experience and 
qualification. Upon request, we shall provide 
proof of comparable restoration and replication 
projects completed by personnel skilled in 
the processes and operations indicated. 
These requirements may include: Restoration 
Skills Demonstrated, Client Testimonials & 
Recommendations, Materials & Methods Used. 

New and restored historic light fixtures and 
assembled components shall be wired and 
tested in accordance with UL standards.

While challenges are inevitable, we will never 
waiver from a commitment we make and work 
hard to exceed your expectations.

Repeat business from satisfied clients is 
crucial to our success. Our goal is to ensure 
our clients receive more value than expected 
in Quality Assurance, Cost, Scheduling, 
Performance, Communication, and Safety. We 
have never failed to complete a project on-time 
and commit ourselves to delivering the highest 
quality products and service possible.

Thank you for reviewing our team’s 
qualifications, please do not hesitate to contact 
us with questions or for additional information 
needed for your assessment of our company.

Why Choose Grand Light

• Long Standing History of 
Successful, Award Winning 
Projects 
 

• Dedicated, Full-Time Project 
Management & Engineering 
Team 
 

• Artisans and Specialists with 
Decades of Experience 
 

• Extensive Background in 
Restoration, Manufacturing, 
and Design 
 

• Understanding of Large and 
Small Projects  

• Exceptional Client 
Communication and Customer 
Service  

• Committed to Safety without 
Compromise


